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New laboratory measurements are presented for the near-infrared and visible spectrum (8600–15 000 cm−1) of water vapor.
Spectral line parameters, principally intensities and air-broadening coefficients, are derived from Fourier transform spectroscopic
measurements at high resolution (0.03 cm−1), a range of optical path lengths (5–513 m), and temperatures of both 252 and 296 K.
Experimental line parameters are derived for 5034 assigned transitions and thorough error analysis shows parameter errors of
less than 2.5% for one-third and less than 5% for over half of the lines. Calculated spectra, derived using these line parameters,
reproduce the original spectra to within 2%. A comparison of the line intensities with those in the HITRAN-96 database identifies
large errors in the latter with random differences that exceed a factor of two for many lines, and systematic differences between
6 and 26% depending on the water band under consideration. The recent corrections to the HITRAN database by Giveret al.
(J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer66, 101–105(2000)) do not remove these discrepancies and the differences change to
6–38%. The new data are expected to substantially increase the calculated absorption of solar energy due to water vapor in
climate models. C© 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Water is a superficially simple molecule that has a very c
plex spectrum. It is one of a small number of atmosph
molecules that absorb significant amounts of visible and n
infrared radiation—radiation at wavelengths near the maxim
of the solar emission spectrum. It thus has a major influenc
radiation transfer in the terrestrial atmosphere and understan
its absorption properties is essential for climate studies. M
calculations of the Earth’s climate rely on molecular databa
of which HITRAN-96 (1) is the most used, to provide inform
tion about the spectral properties of molecules in the atmosp
Recently, a problem has been identified in model calculat
of atmospheric absorption in both clear and cloudy skies2).
Many climate models substantially underestimate the glob
averaged short-wavelength absorption compared to atmosp
1 Deceased.
2 Permanent address: Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of

ence, Uljanov Street 46, Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia 603024.
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observations, by as much as 30% of the total atmospheric abs
tion in the case of clear skies. This anomaly limits our knowled
of the natural atmosphere and our ability to predict the clima
logical effect of anthropogenic perturbations on the atmosph
Much research has been directed at identifying atmospheric
sorbers additional to those already in the databases to mak
the discrepancy, but no critical check of the existing databa
especially on water—the primary greenhouse gas and majo
sorber of solar radiation—has been performed.

The water vapor spectrum has been studied, using both
periment and theory, in far greater detail than that of any ot
molecule and has, as a consequence, an extensive literature
main sources of information on the near-infrared and visi
spectrum of H16

2 O is the work underlying the HITRAN databas
which is dominated by laboratory Fourier transform (FTS) m
surements made at the National Solar Observatory in Tuc
Arizona, and analyzed by a number of investigators (3–7). Some
of these data have been (re-)analyzed more recently (8–10) and
virtually all unidentified lines have been classified, though
significant changes have been made to the line intensities.
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FTS data, covering the range 13 100–24 100 cm−1 and predom-
inantly providing information on line positions only, have bee
analyzed with the help of ab initio theory (11) leading to the as-
signment of a large number of new transitions. Recent meas
ments using tuneable, narrow-band, lasers and cavity ring-d
spectroscopy (12–17) have successfully achieved high signa
to-noise ratios and long absorption path lengths, required
measure weak lines, precise line positions, and broadening c
ficients. However, these are limited to a small wavelength ra
of typically less than 100 nm, and quantitative intensity me
surements are still at the proof of principle level. Theoretic
methods use two approaches, a pertubative method under
the early line assignments (3–6) and a variational approach (18,
19). The latter is a signficant improvement and allows the
signment of many previously unassigned lines as well as
prediction of weak unobserved lines. The calculation of line
tensities, however, is still on a level that cannot compare w
the experimental data, but is of immediate application to the
timation of intensities of unobserved lines. Similarly, althou
line-broadening theory has made progress, it is not yet abl
make accurate predictions (20), though it can suggest the trend
of broadening parameters with vibrational and rotational qu
tum numbers.

As part of a study of satellite-based atmospheric remote s
ing applications, relatively high-resolution (0.03 cm−1), long
path (up to 513 m) laboratory spectroscopy was used to m
sure the near-infrared and visible absorption by water vapo
two temperatures (252 and 296 K). Comparison of our meas
ments with data from the HITRAN-96 database and recent n
measurements identified systematic errors in the existing w
vapor intensity data. Recently, Giveret al. (21) reported dif-
ferences between line intensities from HITRAN-96 and tho
given in the publications (3–7) describing the original mea-
surements. These differences are reported to be due to e
made in the conversion of the original spectroscopic data to
HITRAN database format. Giveret al. (21) suggested that
HITRAN intensities should be increased or reduced depe
ing on the spectral region. The comparison of our new labo
tory data with both HITRAN-96 and the update of Giveret al.
shows that both databases contain significant errors. Here
report new laboratory data for some 5000 of the strongest li
of the water spectrum in the spectral range 8600–15 000 cm−1.
Theoretical computations of the water spectrum that supp
and extend the experimental data will be published in a co
panion paper. Our new data provide a much improved and
graded H16

2 O database for applications in atmospheric rem
sensing.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1. Measurements

The near-infrared and visible absorption spectra of wa
vapor and mixtures of water vapor with synthetic air ha
Copyright C© 2001 b
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been characterized in the laboratory using the combinatio
a high-resolution Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) and
ther a long path (LPAC) or short path (SPAC) absorption c
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) Molecular Spe
troscopy Facility. The Bruker IFS 120HR FTS was configur
with a 150-W quartz tungsten halogen source, a dielectric-co
quartz beam splitter, and a silicon photodiode detector as
tailed in Ref. (22). Optical bandpass filters (fitted with antire
flection coated glass wedges) were used to limit the wavelen
of photons arriving at the detector to the spectral range of
measurement for minimization of photon noise. The LPAC,
scribed in detail previously (23), was configured with multi-
layer coated high-reflectance mirrors and antireflection coa
glass windows for this work. Measurements of water va
transmittance spectra were made at high spectrometer re
tion (δν̃ = 1/L = 0.03 cm−1, L = maximum optical path dif-
ference) and over long optical path lengths (l = 4.94–512.75 m)
in the spectral region 8500–15 800 cm−1 (1180–633 nm). The
interferometer aperture diameter was set to match the spect
eter resolution for each experiment. The alignment of the in
ferometer was optimized and the photometric accuracy te
before carrying out the measurements reported here. The
was maintained at a pressure below 0.4 Pa by a turbomolec
pump to minimize the amount of air and water vapor in its opti
path. All other optical paths outside of the cells (i.e., the trans
optics between the spectrometer, LPAC or SPAC, and the de
tor vacuum tank) were evacuated to a pressure below 0.02 P
a rotary and diffusion pump combination. The LPAC or SPA
White cell optics were adjusted to give the desired optical pa
length and to optimize the alignment of the output image on
detector. Empty-cell background spectra were recorded be
and after each filling of the LPAC. Interferograms were co-add
for up to 12 h in order to achieve signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of
up to 1000 : 1. Boxcar apodization and Mertz phase correc
were applied to all of the measured interferograms.

Details of the gauges used to measure gas temperature,
sure, and humidity within the cells are given in Table 1. T
platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs) used in the LP
during this work have been shown (23) to give consistent and
representative measurements of the temperature of gases
tained within the LPAC inner vessel. Readings were logged ev
30 min. Temperatures of the gas in the SPAC were measure
ing a set of 6 thermistors (logged every 15 min). The 10- a
1000-Torr Baratron pressure gauges were used during sa
preparation and throughout the measurements with either
The atmospheric pressure reading of the 1000-Torr Bara
was compared with that of a precision aneroid barometer.
low-pressure readings of the 10-Torr gauge were checked
measuring identical pressures with both Baratron gauges.
ative humidity (RH) was measured with two humidity gaug
positioned at opposite ends of the LPAC or by one senso
the baseplate of the SPAC. The local vapor temperature a
humidity gauges was recorded using PRTs integrated into
sensor.
y Academic Press
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TABLE 1
Details of Gas Temperature, Pressure, and Humidity Sensors

The spectra were recorded for both pure water vapor and m
tures of water vapor and synthetic air at two temperatures (
and 296 K) and at three LPAC path lengths (32.75, 128.75,
512.75 m) as well as one SPAC path length (4.938 m). Water
por samples were prepared from liquid water using a clean g
vacuum line and purified to remove dissolved air using free
pump–thaw cycles. Agreement between the humidity sensor
pressure gauge readings (to within the humidity sensor a
racy) confirmed the purity of the water vapor under study. Af
an initial period of approximately 30 min, sample pressures
mained stable over the period of measurement, indicating
adsorption processes at the cell walls had reached equilibr
Purity certified “zero” grade synthetic air (Air Products Lt
21% oxygen, 79% nitrogen) was used to make water vapor m
tures at a total pressure of approx. 1000hPa. Mixtures were m
by rapidly flowing zero air into the LPAC/SPAC after filling i
with water vapor. Despite the turbulent flow of the air into t
absorption cell, the humidity gauges indicated that at room t
perature a stabilization period of 3 h wasrequired to achieve
uniform mixing of the water and air. At 252 K the stabilizatio
time was extended to between 8 and 12 h. The total pres
and relative humidity were recorded at suitable intervals dur
measurements.

2.2. Experimental Conditions

The three experimental parameters, temperatureT , sample
pressurep, and absorption path lengthl , describe the conditions
of an individual measurement and their uncertainties determ
to a large part the achievable precision of the spectral line
rameters. Therefore, the measurements of the experimental
ditions are evaluated here.
Copyright C© 2001 b
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2.2.1. Temperature

The temperature inhomogeneity of the LPAC at a given ti
was smaller than±0.2 K at 296 K and smaller than±0.4 K
at T = 252 K. During an observation, the LPAC temperatu
drifted by typically less than 0.5 K. The individual thermist
readings of the SPAC temperatures agreed to within 0.7 K at
time and no measurable temperature drift was observed du
the experiments. A comparison of these readings with the t
perature readings provided by the humidity sensors showed
latter to give systematically higher values. The discrepan
were less than 1 K at room temperature, but at low tempera
increased to 5 and 7 K for the water–air and pure water m
surements, respectively. These differences can be explaine
insufficient thermal isolation of the humidity sensors, thus ca
ing an increasing difference with decreasing cell tempera
while the higher gas pressure of the water–air mixture rela
to the pure water measurements caused a higher cooling e
on the humidity sensors. Given the lower reliability of the
readings, only the PRT and thermistor readings were use
derive the mean gas temperatures for the observations.

The spatial and temporal mean temperature for given sp
trum measurement was calculated as the average of all obs
tions over the time of the measurement. The uncertainty of
mean temperature has two contributions: the uncertainty in
temperature reading and the uncertainty arising from the sp
and temporal temperature variations. The effect of the latte
the mean temperature can be approximated by the standa
ror of the mean value, which is in all cases smaller than 0.1
The temperature uncertainty is mainly determined by the
certainty in the reading, which can be estimated to be the
of the quoted accuracies of the sensor and the data logging
tem. This yields an uncertainty of 0.7 K for the PRT readin
of the LPAC and 0.5 K for the thermistor readings of the SPA
The results are summarized in Table 2.

2.2.2. Pressure

The pressure measurements for both the LPAC and SPAC
servations made using MKS Baratron capacitance gauges
taken at the beginning and the end of each measurement. A
tionally, the water partial pressures,pH2O, in the mixtures with
air were determined from the relative humidity and the tabula
saturation vapor pressure of water at the temperature of the
midity sensor (24). The 10-Torr gauge provided a measure
the initial pure water pressure. After air was added to m
a total pressure of approx. 1000 hPa, the 1000-Torr gauge
the total pressure and the humidity sensors the actual water
tial pressure in the mixture. In each case the mean of the
and end readings were calculated. For pure water measurem
both types of sensors gave a measure for the water vapor
sure. The errors of the individual readings were estimated to
the sum of the accuracy of the type of sensor as specified
the manufacturer and the temporal change in pressure. A fu
ror analysis using the monitored pressure values yielded typ
y Academic Press
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WATER VAPOR SPECTR

TABLE 2
Experimental Conditions of the Water Vapor Measurements:
(Exp. A) 8500–15 000 cm−1, (Exp. B) 12 800–15 800 cm−1

a Pressure measurements using the MKS Baratron gauges.
b Pressure determined from the spectral analysis.
c Pressure measurements using the humidity sensors.
Note: The numbers in parentheses are the error estimates in units of th

digit quoted.

uncertainties of±0.010 hPa for the 10 Torr gauge and±1.0 hPa
for the 1000 Torr gauge at full-scale reading. The errors of
partial pressures derived from the humidity readings were ty
cally 0.1–0.2 hPa.

Systematic differences between the Baratron readings an
humidity sensors were observed with the latter always giv
smaller values. Several effects contribute to these discrepan
depending on the sample type, pressure and temperature
measurements of pure water samples at room temperatur
pressure readings agreed within 0.5%, while discrepancie
up to 6% were observed at low temperature. The discrepan
between the two sensors increased for the water–air mea
ments to 7.5–10.4% at room temperature and to up to 12%
low temperature. Much effort has been expended in trying
resolve this lack of agreement and the following explanatio
were found:

At low temperature, part of the problem is due to the
sufficient thermal isolation of the humidity sensors. The la
temperature differences observed cause an erroneous evalu
of the relative humidity by the sensor itself. This effect is le
critical for the water–air mixtures as the higher gas pressure c
tributes to additional cooling of the sensors. This explains w
the low-temperature discrepancies are much closer to the r
temperature discrepancies for the water–air mixtures than
are for the pure water measurements at low pressure.

The most probable cause of the large discrepancies for
water–air mixtures is that the admission of 1000 hPa air vi
single entry valve into a cell containing 10 hPa of water vap
may sweep some of the water into the corners of the cell.
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water does not emerge from these places and a complete m
does not happen, even after several hours. Therefore, we
chosen to accept the humidity sensor readings, a decision
ported by a comparison of the low- and high-pressure spe
analyses.

The discrepancies were even worse for the SPAC m
surements with water partial pressures of 3.18 (15)
and 7.09 (8) hPa compared to the initial water pressure
9.39 (9) hPa in a 1000 hPa water–air mixture. In the case o
SPAC measurements additional effects must cause the big
ferences, one of which may be the placement of the humi
sensors inside the pipework of the cells base-plate rathe
cell itself. These readings were considered unreliable and
water partial pressure was derived from the spectral analys
summary of the derived pressure values is given in Table 2

2.2.3. Absorption Path Length

The path through the multipath cells has two component
main multireflection path between the cell mirrors and additio
paths from the entrance window to the first focus and from
final focus to the exit window. The main mirror separation for
LPAC is R= 8000 (10) mm and for the SPACR= 400 (1) mm.
The small additional component isd = 746 (20) mm for the
LPAC andd = 138 (1) mm for the SPAC. The total pathl is given
by l = (2n+ 2)R+ d, where (2n+ 2) is the number of traver
sals of the light beam inside, the cell. This gives path leng
of 32.75 (6) m, 128.75 (18) m, and 512.75 (66) m for the LP
measurements and 4.938 (13) m for the SPAC observations

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1. Baseline Correction

Fourier transformation of each observation yields a sing
beam absorption spectrum with the absorption lines sitting
an underlying background signal. This background signal
removed, to a first approximation, by calculating the averag
the empty-cell spectra recorded before and after each sa
measurement and then taking the ratio of the full to empty
signals to give the corresponding transmittance spectrum,T(ν̃).
Due to changes in the lamp output during the 12-hour ob
vations and other small effects, the empty-cell spectra are
an exact match of the underlying background signal and
tematic departures of the baseline from its true value of 10
transmittance still remain after ratioing. These discrepancies
wavenumber dependent and are typically of the order of u
1–2%. An example is shown in Fig. 1.

An improved baseline was derived by cubic spline interpo
tion through a set of carefully chosen points along the base
These points were taken at points on the baseline where the
no obvious absorption by water lines. This is relatively straig
forward for the water vapor only spectra, where the lines
sharp and generally well separated. The task is far more d
cult for the spectra of water–air mixtures, where the lines
y Academic Press
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FIG. 1. Expanded baseline region of a transmittance spectrum showin
remaining wavenumber-dependent deviation from 100% transmittance aft
tioing of the observed single-beam absorption spectrum with an empty-cell b
ground spectrum. Additional baseline correction is necessary and was ach
by interpolation from chosen datapoints along the spectral baseline whe
obvious absorption by water was found.

pressure-broadened and the spectrum contains a large nu
of blended lines. In regions of strong absorption there are la
intervals where no clear, unabsorbed windows can be see
smoothly varying cubic spline function was used to give
best estimate of the continuum level across these regions.
procedure of baseline correction was performed in several s
to achieve the best possible spectral baseline for the obse
transmittance spectrum. Independent estimates of the base
two laboratories (Imperial College and RAL) show that the res
is typically accurate to better than 10% of the peak-to-peak n
level, which corresponds to less than 0.1% in transmittance.
final transmittance spectra were converted to absorbance
tra according toA(ν̃) = −ln[T(ν̃)] for input to the spectral line
analysis. One of the observed near-infrared and visible wate
transmittance spectra is shown in Fig. 2, the spectrum cover
four water polyads 2ν + δ, 3ν, 3ν + δ and 4ν.3 Separate spec
tra were derived for the region 12 800–15 800 cm−1, using a
narrower optical pass band to reduce the the noise level.

3.2. Line Parameter Retrieval

The line parameters of the individual transitions were
termined from the absorbance spectra using an interactive l
squares line-fitting procedure that is part of the GREMLIN sp
trum analysis software (25), which uses a point-by-point fit to
determine a four-parameter Voigt profile. The general aim
to fit Voigt line profiles to all lines, such that the residuals of t
3 A polyad, denoted asnν, is a set of superposed bands for whichn = v1 +
v2/2+ v3, wherev1, v2, andv3 are the vibrational quantum numbers of th
excited state. Ifv2 is odd,n is the integer part of the sum, and aδ is added to the
notation.

ted
n an
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FIG. 2. Near-infrared and visible transmittance spectrum of a water–
mixture showing the different water polyads and the oxygenA-band in this
spectral region.

fit were indistinguishable from the noise. This was usually p
sible, except when a line was so strong that the peak absorb
approached saturation, or when the wavenumber separation
pair of lines was so small that the least-squares routine could
find a stable two-line solution. Saturation was the more comm
problem in the low-pressure spectra and blending was the p
cipal problem in the high-pressure spectra where simultane
fitting of up to several tens of lines was necessary. A typi
result is shown in Fig. 3.

The molecular lineshape was assumed to be a Voigt
profile, i.e., a convolution of Lorentzian (pressure-broaden
and Gaussian (Doppler-broadened) contributions. Although
Doppler contribution to a Voigt profile caused by the motion
the particles can generally be calculated and only the Lorent
being fitted, the effect of collisional narrowing (12, 13, 16)
is strong enough at atmospheric pressure to seriously di

FIG. 3. Results of a spectral line-fit. The vertical markers indicate the fit
lines in the spectrum. The residuals of the fit are shown as the trace o
expanded scale below.
y Academic Press
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standard Voigt line profiles; see (26). Collisional narrowing has
been observed for the water molecule for a small numbe
lines (12, 13, 16) and found to vary between 0.005–0.015 cm−1

atm−1. Without exact knowledge of the latter for the major
of lines, the effect can, however, not generally be simulated
included in our line fits. Although there are more complex l
profiles based on hard- and soft-collisional models that incl
collisional narrowing, it has been shown that “generalized” Vo
profiles, profiles for which both Lorentzian and Gaussian con
butions are adjusted, fit observed lineshapes equally well [
Furthermore, “generalized” Voigt profiles are much faster
compute and less prone to numerical correlations, making t
the preferred option for this study. These are factors of partic
importance for the fitting of a complex spectrum with thousa
of lines and a large number of blends. This data reduction pr
dure has been used successful to study the oxygen A-band26),
where further discussion can be found.

In order to achieve the best fit of the lineshapes and to
termine precise intensities, “generalized” Voigt profiles w
used. This procedure has, however, a negative effect on the
broadening information. Whereas the Lorentzian and Gaus
contributions are clearly defined for a “standard” Voigt profi
with the Gaussian contribution given by the temperature and
mass of the absorber molecule and the Lorentzian contribu
given by the pressure broadening, the use of the “generali
Voigt profile degrades the physical meaning of the two con
butions. In such a case, a change in the damping paramete
ratio of the Lorentzian contribution to the total line width) m
include second order effects that change the line shape.
effects may have technical reasons like line blending or sm
baseline errors, but may also have a physical cause such as
strumental line shape contribution or collisonal narrowing. T
effect of the instrumental line shape on the line fit of the a
broadened water spectra was found to be negligibly small,
was included through filtered line fits for pure water spec
Details on how the Lorentzian contribution to the line widt
were retrieved are given in section 3.2.3.

The set of line parameters retrieved for a given line consis
of the line position, ˜νnm,

4 the peak absorbance,Ap, the inte-
grated absorbance evaluated as the integral over the fitted
profile, AI , the full line width at half maximum, FWHM, and
the damping parameter,D. The uncertainties in the spectral lin
parameters were estimated using the expressions [25]

1ν̃nm

FWHM
∼ 1FWHM

FWHM
∼ 1AI

AI
= kp

(S/N)
√

NW
, [1]

where the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is given by the ratio of the
peak absorbance to thermsnoise at the line position andNW is
the number of statistically independent points in a line wid
which can be determined from the line width and the spec
resolution. The parameterkp is a constant for a given set o
4 m indicates the lower level andn the upper energy level of a transition.

is
ined
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line parameters, where the indexp indicates either ˜νnm, FWHM
or AI . The above data sets are well represented bykν̃nm = 0.8,
kFWHM = 2.5, andkAI = 2.0.

As the initial aim of this study was to measure air-broaden
coefficients, the analysis described here used only the wate
spectra to derive the spectral line parameters for the four w
polyads. Although the pure water spectra measured here con
valuable information, many of the spectral lines were satura
or approaching saturation in these spectra even at the sho
path length and were thus unusable. The pure water spectra
used to solve the problem of the determination of the water p
tial pressure in the water–air mixtures and to identify the num
of components of blended lines in the air-broadened spectra
the observed integrated absorbance is a direct measure o
amount of water in the optical path, this parameter was u
to investigate the discrepancies in the pressure measurem
Integrated absorbances for water only and water–air obse
tions, which were observed using the same initial cell fillin
of water, should give the same integrated absorbances, un
the amount of water in the path changed during the proc
of filling the cell with air. A direct comparison is complicate
by the large difference in peak absorbances between such
spectra—medium strong lines in the water–air spectrum are
ally saturated in the pure water spectrum, while medium stro
lines in the pure water spectrum are typically weak lines in
water–air spectrum. However, a subset of 130 well-resolved,
saturated lines in the 32-m room temperature spectra was fo
to provide a reliable comparison. The ratio between the in
grated absorbances of high- and low-pressure spectra yield
value of 0.93± 0.07, which is consistent with the difference
observed between the Baratron gauges and the humidity
sors. This added confidence in the choice of the humidity sen
readings for the determination of water partial pressures.

The output from the fitting procedure and the error calc
lations were then used to derive the line parameters for e
individual spectrum and some aspects are discussed belo
terms of the individual line parameters.

3.2.1. Line Positions and Assignments

The line positions derived from the fits of the water–air spe
tra recorded at 1000 hPa through this study are affected by
factors. First, although the Fourier transform spectrometer
lows an internal calibration through the use of a helium–ne
laser, which determines the wavenumber limits of the measu
spectra, additional calibration is usually required for absol
wavenumber accuracy due to second order effects (small
alignments, etc.). Second, pressure-induced line shifts usu
cause the lines to shift to smaller wavenumber with increas
sample pressure. Air-shifts for water have been found (12, 13,
16) to be of the order ofδν̃nm = 0.010–0.025 cm−1 atm−1 and
are dependent on the vibrational–rotational transition involv
As absolute line positions were not the primary aim of th
study and are available from previous work, the spectra rema
y Academic Press
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uncalibrated and further evaluation was not pursued. Line p
tions derived from energy levels were used together withab initio
molecular theory to make quantum number assignments fo
transitions. Details of the theoretical methods, the assignm
and the calculation of weak unmeasured lines will be given
the companion paper to this study (27).

3.2.2. Integrated Line Intensities

Integrated line intensities were derived from the integra
absorbances according to

S̄n
m =

T

T0 L0
× AI

pH2O l
, [2]

where the Loschmidt numberL0 = 2.686 763 (23)× 1019 cm−3

atm−1 gives the number of particles of an ideal gas at st
dard pressurep0 = 1 atm andT0 = 273.15 K. The intensities
are given in units of cm molecule−1 (HITRAN units). No dis-
tinction was made between the contributions from the differ
isotopomers of the water molecule. The error estimates of
line intensities were based on the uncertainties in the individ
parameters and calculated via standard error analysis.

3.2.3. Air-Induced Pressure-Broadening Coefficients

The derivation of air-induced pressure-broadening coe
cients requires the evaluation of two effects: first the con
bution of pressure broadening to the line profile (the Lorentz
contribution) and second the identification of air-induced a
self-induced broadening components of the Lorentzian.

Calculation of the Lorentzian contribution.The total press-
ure-broadening coefficientγL(tot), independent of the type o
broadening gas, is given by the Lorentzian contribution to
line profile, FWHML, and the total pressure in the sample ce

γL(tot)= FWHML

2ptot
. [3]

As mentioned above, the damping parameter derived fro
line fit loses its true physical meaning for a “generalized” Vo
profile and the Lorentzian contribution can only be extracted
proximately. It follows that we are left without direct informatio
on the Lorentzian contribution to the line profile and have to c
sider collisional narrowing in some way in order to determine
best possible broadening coefficients from the total linewidth
collisional narrowing parameters have only been measured
a small number of water lines, an empirical estimate was m
for its contribution to the linewidth. Simulations show that fo
“standard” Voigt profile and pressure-broadening coefficient
the rangeγL(tot)= 0.050–0.100 cm−1 atm−1 damping param-
etersD = 0.94–0.98 are expected for the water–air spectra
this study at room temperature. As the Doppler linewidth
creases with temperature, damping parameters even clos
1.0 are expected at lower temperature. If collisional narrow
Copyright C© 2001 by
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of the Doppler width of order 0.005–0.015 cm−1 atm−1 is in-
cluded in the simulation, damping parameter ofD = 0.96–1.0
are calculated. This means that assuming FWHML to be equal
to the total line width would give errors of up to 4% in th
broadening coefficients. Given that a large fraction of the o
served water lines have air-broadening coefficients aroun
mean value ofγL = 0.080 cm−1 atm−1, a mean damping param
eter ofD = 0.99 is expected for an average collisional narrowi
of 0.010 cm−1 atm−1. Thus, assuming a damping parameter
D = 0.99, the Lorentzian contribution to the line profile wa
estimated to be FWHML = 0.99× FWHM with a mean uncer-
tainty of 1%. This procedure should, however, be considered
interim solution until collisional narrowing parameters becom
available for the majority of the water lines.

Derivation of air-broadening coefficients.The total pressure
broadeningγL(tot) has two contributions, one from broadenin
by air molecules,γL(air), and one from self-broadening from
other water molecules,γL(H2O):

γL(tot)× ptot = γL(H2O)× pH2O+ γL(air)× pair. [4]

The simple addition of the two terms is justified because b
terms make the absorption Lorentzian. In order to determ
the air-broadening coefficient from the total broadening,
self-broadening coefficient as well as the partial pressu
needs to be known. Although the HITRAN-96 database (1) con-
tains self-broadening coefficients for water, not all lines me
sured in this study are listed and a large fraction of the coe
cients listed are from theoretical rather than experimental d
In order to provide a consistent set of air-broadening coe
cients, a procedure was adopted that applies an estimated m
ratio between the air- and self-broadening coefficients for w
ter. Two studies have been made to compare self-broade
of water with nitrogen-broadening (13, 28, 29), giving a mean
ratio of γL(H2O)/γL(N2) = 4.61(11). These and other stud
ies (30–32) also measured the mean ratio between air- a
nitrogen-broadening, which if combined yields a mean ra
of γL(air)/γL(N2) = 0.897(5). It follows that the mean ratio o
self- and air-broadening can be calculated asγL(H2O)/γL(air)=
5.14(13). Applying this relation together with the partial pre
sures from Table 1, the air-broadening coefficients were deri
from the total broadening parameters. The uncertainties of
final results were calculated using standard error analysis.

Using the two datasets recorded at the two temperatures
temperature dependence of the measured broadening was
uated using the expression

γL(T) = γL(Tr )×
(

Tr

T

)n

, [5]

whereTr is the reference temperature (296 K),T = 252 K, and
n is the temperature exponent. Figure 4 shows a plot of
Academic Press
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FIG. 4. Air-broadening temperature exponent as a function of line intens
The horizontal line indicates a weighted average ofn = 0.72± 0.15 derived
from lines above a lower intensity limit of 50× 10−24 cm molecule−1.

derived temperature exponents versus line intensity. The sc
of the datapoints increases with decreasing intensity, indi
ing a large effect of the signal-to-noise ratio on the derivat
of n. Due to the nonlinear relation, small errors in broaden
coefficients can have large effects on the derivedn value. An al-
most constant range ofn values betweenn = 0.02 and 1.3 was
observed for intensities above 50× 10−24 cm molecule−1 and
indicates a dependence on the particular transition, althoug
clear systematic was found. Using only values above this in
sity limit, a weighted mean ofn = 0.72 with a standard deviation
of ±0.15 was derived. Given the large error of the mean te
perature exponent, a value ofn = 0.68 as used in HITRAN-96
(1) was adopted for our linelists until more precise data on
temperature exponent become available.

3.2.4. Compilation of a Combined Line Parameter List

In the final step of the data reduction the line parame
lists derived from each individual spectrum at a given temp
ature were merged. Transitions with the same assignment
matched and critically assessed for quality by visual comp
son of the individual parameters. This process led to a signific
number of reassignments, identifications of blends, and lines
proaching saturation, and rejections of lines. Finally, a weigh
average for each line parameter of a given transition was ca
lated. The inverse square of the uncertainty of the parameter
used as its weight. The final error of the parameter was g
by the square root of the sum of the weights of the parame
contributing to the average.

A third and crucial check of the results was performed
comparison of spectrum simulations with the observed spe
The water spectrum was modeled in each case for the experim
tal conditions of the observed spectrum. This process ident
a small number of remaining problems, principally weak li
blends, which were rectified to produce the final line param
ter lists for the two temperatures of the experiments. The d
derived from the low-noise 12 800–15 500 cm−1 spectra (Exper-
iments B) were also used to reconstruct the more noisy end o
experiment A spectra. The agreement helps to confirm pres
measurements used in the analysis. A summary (of over 11
line profile measurements) is given in Table 3. The combina
of the two final datasets at room and low temperature requ
Copyright C© 2001 by
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considerable theoretical input (assignments, lower level e
gies, partition function) and is discussed in the companion pa
(27). The line lists are available by file transfer from the auth
or on CD-ROM from the European Space Agency (under the
erence ESTEC Contract 13312/99/NL/SF). It should be no
that, in a spectrum with much line blending, the parameter
many of the weak lines are strongly influenced by the line win
of very much stronger lines. Data on lines with intensities of l
than 5× 10−24 cm molecule−1 should be used with caution. I
is for this reason that the comparison with theory presente
the companion paper (27) uses only 4155 of the 5034 lines i
the experimental list.

A statistical analysis of the parameter errors shows a dis
bution that is systematically dependent on the total absorp
strength of a given polyad. If both the line intensity and the a
broadening coefficient for room temperature data are combi
the following systematic is found:

Error 2ν + δ 3ν 3ν + δ 4ν
<2.5% 35% 47% 24% 16%

2.5–5% 18% 20% 23% 21%

Each percentage value gives the proportion of the line para
ters for a given polyad which have errors smaller than 2.5%
between 2.5 and 5%. In general, there is a decrease in the pr
tion of parameters with errors smaller than 2.5% for increas
polyad, which follows the decrease of absorption strength
the polyads from the 2ν + δ to the 4ν polyad. This coincides
with the fact that strong line errors are, to first order, determin
by the error in the pressure measurement which is smaller
2.5%, while weak line errors are determined by the signal
noise ratio of the lines. Therefore, the proportion of lines w
errors between 2.5 and 5% increases with increasing pol
The only exception is an increase of the proportion of lines w
errors below 2.5% for the 2ν + δ and 3ν polyad. As the spectra
range measured only covers the upper end of the 2ν + δ polyad,
it contains a higher proportion of weaker lines compared to
3ν polyad.

TABLE 3
Summary of the Number of Lines Fitted for a Given Spectrum

and Polyad and the Size of the Combined Line Lists
Academic Press
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database.
The fact that a large proportion of line parameters for
polyads have errors exceeding 5% does not translate into l
errors in absorption cross-sections, which can be derived
the parameters. The strong lines, which contribute more
98% of the total intensity of a polyad, mainly determine the
certainties in the cross-sections. These fall into the category
errors smaller than 2.5%, while weak lines make up the pro
tion of line parameters with bigger errors. Therefore, absorp
cross-sections derived from this data will meet an overall a
racy of better than 5%.

3.3. Discussion

Spectral line parameters, principally line intensities and
broadening coefficients, for approximately 5000 lines in
8600–15 000 cm−1 spectrum of water vapor were derived
two temperatures,T = 252 and 296 K. All lines were assigne
to form an improved and upgraded H16

2 O database for applica
tion in atmospheric remote sensing and climate studies. In
respect, it is important to compare the new results with the
isting data, especially with HITRAN-96 (1) as the most use
spectroscopic database in atmospheric science.

3.3.1. Line Positions

A comparison of the observed line positions from this st
with the line positions in the HITRAN-96 database confir
the points made in section 3.2.1. Systematic differences
much as−0.040 cm−1 for the majority of lines with a mea
value of−0.020 cm−1 between the observed line positions
the water-air mixtures of this study and the HITRAN-96 d
were observed. These differences are principally determ
by the pressure-induced line shifts. The line positions der
from the low-temperature spectra agreed in general to w
±0.010 cm−1 with the corresponding room temperature valu
suggesting that the pressure shifts are not strongly temper
dependent.

3.3.2. Line Intensities

A comparison of the observed integrated line intensities f
this study with the line intensities listed in the HITRAN-
database shows significant systematic differences. As Fi
shows, the dominant effect is a mean 25% offset for the 3ν and
3ν + δ polyads, an offset that decreases from about 30 to
within the 2ν + δ polyad, and only a very small offset for theν
polyad. The scattering within each polyad is quite large; m
than±50%. However, as Fig. 5b shows, this scatter is ma
due to the weak lines. Similar results have been found for
low temperature intensities. The ratios between the observe
HITRAN-96 values are similar for both low and room tempe
ture measurements. A summary of the results is given in Tab
Attempts to explain the difference between the database an
new data lead back to the experimental observations upon w
the database is built. These are an extensive series of me
ments made using the National Solar Observatory at Kitt P
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the observed room-temperature integrated line
tensities with the HITRAN-96 database: (a) polyad-by-polyad as a function
wavenumber, (b) as a function of the line intensity.

in the early 1980’s (3–7). The earlier data set concentrated o
long paths and so stronger lines were saturated. The simpl
duction algorithms used at a time when computing speed
not sufficient to allow detailed line-by-line fitting were mos
prone to error when treating saturated lines and strong ble
The current work with spectroscopic data covering more th
a factor of 100 in path length and the available computing
sources needed to fit line profiles to over 10,000 lines make
a considerably more robust analysis. Most significant, judg
by the uniformity of line intensity ratios for lines of moder
ate strength shown in Fig. 5, are systematic errors arising ei
from the approximations of the line fitting procedure or from t
determination of the concentration of water vapor in the abso
tion cell. The 1980’s measurements used precision manom
to measure water vapor pressure and did not use mixed ga
The present work also used precise manometry until obse
discrepancies led to a review of technique. Lost, presumably
adsorbed water caused a decrease of approximately 10% i
actual partial pressure of a nominal 10-hPa water (in 1000

TABLE 4
Comparison of Three Sets of Water Band Intensities for the Four

Polyads in the Spectral Region 8500–15 800 cm−1

Note.Each entry gives the ratio of band intensities forT = 296 K, where
S̄B(obs) are the observed data from this study,S̄B(Hit) are the HITRAN-96
data, andS̄B(Giver) are the corrections of Giveret al. (21) to the HITRAN-96
y Academic Press
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the observed room-temperature integrated line
tensities with other data sources for three parts of the spectral region cov
the 3ν, 3ν + δ, and 4ν polyads.

air) in the LPAC. The use of pure water at low pressure sho
diminish pressure errors, but it much emphasizes any line
ting errors in treating strong or saturated lines. This conclus
is very strongly supported by attempts to reconstruct the
Peak spectra using the published line-by-line data. These d
reproduce the observed spectra, in strong contrast to our
data.

Although the recent corrections to HITRAN-96 by Giveret al.
(21) remove some of the errors made during compilation
the database, systematic differences still remain. For insta
although the intensities for the 3ν polyad were systematicall
increased by about 14%, a further increase of about 10%
required to bring the update into reasonable agreement with
new measurements. The corrections applied to the other po
are less systematic—intensities in the 2ν + δ and 4ν polyads
were reduced by up to 20% and those for the 3ν + δ polyad
either remained unchanged or increased by 9%. In summ
our new measurements suggest an overall increase abov
HITRAN-96 values (Table 4, column 2), while the update
Giver et al. (column 3) suggests both increases (3ν and 3ν + δ
polyads) and decreases (2ν + δ and 4ν polyads) in intensities.

Comparisons of intensity data of this study with other d
sources are given in Fig. 6 and Table 5. The 45 lines for
3ν polyad measured by Chuet al. (33) are on average 3(11)%
smaller with a large standard deviation. The 35 lines for
3ν + δ polyad of Ponsardin and Browell (16) are also on averag
3(4)% smaller. Grossmannet al. (12) measured line intensitie
for 270 lines in the 4ν polyad and found intensities that we
on average 9% larger than the corresponding data of Ma
et al. (4). Given the Giveret al. corrections of the compilation
errors in HITRAN-96, which is based on the latter datase
this spectral region, the findings of Grossmannet al.are in very
good agreement with the band intensity ratio of 1.10 found
this study. A line-by-line comparison of the results of this stu
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TABLE 5
Comparison of the Observed Room Temperature Integrated

Line Intensities and Air-Broadenning Coefficients with Other
Data Sources for Three Polyads

Note.The ratios given are the intensity weighted means of the line-by-l
ratios using the number of lines as indicated. The number in parentheses a
standard deviations in units of the lost digit quoted.

with Grossmannet al. yielded a mean line intensity ratio o
1.02(6). A comparison with a small dataset of 12 lines of Cah
et al. (34) yields a mean ratio of 1.20(18) for the 4ν polyad,
again with a large standard deviation.

We believe that the new data, taken from a much wider ra
of experimental conditions and buttressed by line-by-line p
file fitting and by sophisticated theoretical calculation, are
improvement on the current HITRAN-96 listing.

3.3.3. Air-Broadening Coefficients

A comparison of the air-broadening coefficients with t
HITRAN-96 values is shown in Fig. 7. Although a wide scatt
similar to that for the line intensities was observed, the gene
trend shows agreement between the observed and HITRAN
values. As for the line intensities, the scattering is due to
many weak lines, while the strong line broadening parame
give mostly ratios within 1.0± 0.1. Similar results have been

FIG. 7. Comparison of the observed air-broadening coefficients w
HITRAN-96 values: (a) polyad-by-polyad as a function of wavenumber,
as a function of the line intensity.
y Academic Press
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the observed room-temperature air-broadening
efficients with other data sources for three parts of the spectral region cov
the 3ν, 3ν + δ, and 4ν polyads.

found for the low-temperature broadening parameters. The r
between the observed and HITRAN-96 values agree for b
room- and low-temperature measurements to within±10%.
A line-by-line comparison of the data of this study with a
broadening coefficients derived in other studies is given in Fig
Mean ratios of 0.88(8) for the 25 lines in the 3ν polyad given by
Chuet al. (33), of 1.02(2) relative to the 28 air-broadening c
efficients of Ponsardin and Browell (16) for the 3ν + δ polyad,
1.05(4) for the 4ν polyad data of Grossmannet al. (13), and
0.99(5) for the 12 4ν band lines of Cahenet al. (34) were de-
rived. The temperature exponent ofn = 0.72(15) derived from
this study also compares well with the exponentn = 0.67(13)
found by Grossmannet al.However, the systematic dependen
of n on air-broadening coefficients as seen by Grossmannet al.,
was not as clear from our data.
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